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Things to Consider….
The last 2 weeks have been nothing short of astonishing
with most lean hog futures sky rocketing to their
highest-level dating back to 2014, nearly 5 years ago. In
just 2 short weeks the August lean hog contract has
gained $20.00 US per cwt contributing nearly $50
Canadian per hog to the bottom line of producers across
the country. On March 8th, Aug traded to a session low
of $79.00 and today broke $100 reaching a daily high of
$102.97 US per cwt.
There is no question that the fuel behind this fire is
centered around Chinese ASF, pork production and the
potential for US and NA pork exports in the weeks,
months and year ahead. However, many uncertainties
exist as the market attempts to navigate through this
uncharted territory. To date China’s pork imports from
the US have been slightly higher than previous years and
are gaining volumes week by week but so far nothing on
paper from the export side justifies the current rally. It
is the anticipation however that exports will rise
tremendously resulting in higher valued pork products
abroad.
In a recently released report China’s pork production is
estimated at 16% lower than it was a year ago with
many suggesting that in 2019, Chinese pork production
could drop as much as 20%. To put the current volume
decline in context, a 16% decline in Chinese production
is equivalent to 1.5X the total US annual production. It is
astonishing just how much pork has been displaced
which will continue into 2019, but for it to benefit
Canada and US markets long-term we need to be able to
supply the product. To date the EU, and Brazil have
been the key suppliers of pork to China with Canada and
the US representing 3rd and 4th spots shipping roughly
13-14% each of China’s imports. North American
markets will need to grab market share beyond history is
prices are going to maintain current levels or higher
prices projected for the summer.
In regards to hedging, any previously placed forward
contracts should be considered sound risk management
decisions. With the new information available,
producers should have some coverage in place, (max
50%) and remain open on the remainder (for now) to try
and capture the benefits of what appears to be a record
year for pricing.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Cash hog pricing, particularly regional and national,
managed significant increases throughout the week on
good moderate cash bid volume. Regional cash was up
$1.50-$1.85/cwt daily except Friday which surged
$2.50/cwt. CME cash began the week more modestly,
rising more each day as the week wore on. Wholesale
pork primals reported good strength throughout most of
the week, strengthening pork cutout $4.34/cwt over the
previous week's average.
Monitored Canadian markets improved $3.50-$10/hog higher, with those based off regional pricing up
the most from a week earlier. The WHE 17 jumped $10.25/hog, while the ML Sig 5 rose closer to $9/hog.
The WHE 19 rose more than $5.50/hog, and pricing out of Ontario & Hylife both improved $5/hog. ML Sig
4 and Hams were each up near $3.50/hog. Remaining Canadian markets were up less than $2/hog. In the
US, Tyson values were up $1/hog while values out of JM improved the most on the week - up $13/hog.

WHE 17 $146.24
WHE 19 $144.15
BP2 $133.48
BP4 $145.18

TCP $133.48
TCP4 $145.18

HY $151.65
S3 $135.86
S4 $149.51
S5 $142.68

PQ $144.28

ON $148.57

MOR $111.09 USD
TYS $108.12 USD

Weekly Hog Margins
Hog margins recovered some of their amassed weakness for the first time since mid-January, with
monitored Canadian margins improving $1.50 to $9.75/hog from last week. Farrow-to-finish feed costs
for Canadian markets rose near $0.50/hog while those in the US weakened a modest $0.35/hog.
Hog margins out of the WHE 17 strengthened $9.75/hog, followed by margins out of the Sig 5 which
improved $8.50/hog. The WHE 19 margins strengthened $5/hog, followed closely by those out of
Ontario and Hylife. Sig 4 margins were up $3/hog and those out of Quebec improved $1.50/hog. In the
US, Tyson margins rose $1.85/hog while JM hog margins surged near $13/hog.

US Regional Margins –

Tyson $ (17.99) USD X 1.3357 = $ (24.03) in Canadian Dollars
Morrell $ (13.11) USD X 1.3357 = $ (17.51) in Canadian Dollars
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